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Shopiteca is a Spanish online store specializing in shoes for
men, women and children, with a wide selection of over 6000
articles in thousands of styles, models and types, from both
national and international brands, so you can fully unleash your
passion for shoes.

Interview with
Jordi Cervera,
e-Commerce Manager at
Shopiteca

THE CHALLENGE
Shopiteca’s goal was to
build their credibility and increase trust
among potential clients to boost sales.

DISCOVERING
“We got to know about eKomi at an
e-commerce fair where thousands of
online tools were introduced. eKomi
was the first company providing
online ratings and reviews in Spain.”

WHY

?

“Among thousands of tools for online shops, eKomi
stood out before of their widget & seal, as they can
be shown on the homepage of our online shop, which
was exactly what we needed.“

The eKomi Solution
Client since 2012
Customer reviews ✓
Product reviews ✓
Reviews Collected < 17118
Average Monthly reviews 402
Average Monthly Widget Clicks 676

“Through the eKomi widget we are
able to feature our top recent
reviews and the trust seal, which
makes our service transparent for
everyone who visits our website.’’

Positive: 98.66%
Negative: 0.5%
Neutral: 0.84%

THE RESULT
‘’The feedback collected with
eKomi has definitely helped us
increase traffic to our site.’’

‘’Thanks to this, our online
business is very well
positioned in Google search
results: it is always in the
second position on the first
page of organic results.’’

SERVICE EXPERIENCE
IMPLEMENTATION

‘’Implementing the widget on our website
was very quick and simple.’’
‘’When we upgraded our package, the
change was very easy to implement.’’
‘’All the tools are user-friendly.‘’

RECOMMENDATION
‘’We cannot imagine our
business without all the
reviews collected with
eKomi.’’

‘‘’Reviews and ratings are crucial for
e-commerce businesses and help us
understand our clients’ needs and
expectations.
Which also helps customers in their
decision-making process and convinces
them to make a purchase.’’

How would Shopiteca rate

?
Become part of the success!
Get in touch
http://ekomi.com/ usa@ekomi-group.com Phone: +1 844-356-6487

